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Remember the Gumball Rally?
By Michael Stier | FocusCFO

A 1976 movie classic about a cross country road rally, with one of the greatest of movie lines of all
time. Just prior to race start the Italian driver Franco (Raul Julia) rips off the rearview mirror from his
sports car and tosses it aside proclaiming to his navigator (in a heavy Italian accent), "And now my
friend, the first-a rule of Italian driving... What's-a behind me is not important." [Curious? Here's the
scene in the movie.]
I often think of this movie line when I hear from business owners, "We have an accountant (or
controller), we don’t need a CFO.” I can faintly hear Franco ranting in Italian.
Relying solely on your CPAs, accountants and controllers is like trying to drive forward only looking in
your rearview mirror. By definition, their job is to look in the rearview mirror. They produce historical
financial statements, implement controls, prepare taxes, and do some backward-looking analysis. Do
you know a business owner who can even stay one the road, nonetheless reach their destination,
while only staring in the rearview mirror? If so, I’d like to meet them.
No doubt your accounting folk are very capable. No critique of their skill or function. But the role could
not be more different from a strategic-minded CFO.
The strategic-minded Chief Financial Officer (CFO) looks in the rear, around and forward! They help
lead your organization by overseeing all financial activities – living in the present and looking to the
future through continuous scenario-based planning… and thinks strategically about your company’s
future growth and value. And often are the trusted advisor and confidant to you, the entrepreneur/

owner/ CEO. A sage old adage… there’s a reason why your front windshield is much larger than the
rear.
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